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The growing sophistication of money laundering techniques and escalating compliance demands has elevated the need for a well-
integrated compliance technology platform. Specifically, banks and financial institutions must balance subject matter expertise and 
technical acumen to effectively leverage technology as a key component of their proactive compliance program to efficiently and 
effectively monitor and respond to ever-changing financial crimes, money laundering, sanctions, and bribery risks.

Financial Services Advisory and Compliance

Fight Financial Crime With the Right Compliance 
Technology Services Partner

Subject Matter Expertise, Data Analytics, and Technology Service 
Our global investigations and compliance (GIC) practice provides 
holistic services related to customer due diligence, sanctions 
screening and transaction monitoring systems at a variety of 
financial institutions, from global, industry-leading banks, to small, 

regionally focused institutions. Guidehouse’s depth and breadth of 
financial crime compliance experience and knowledge help financial 
institutions optimize their compliance systems and processes and 
make them more effective at combating financial crimes. 

GIC’s subject matter experts combined with GIC’s data analytics and technology team offer a broad range of solutions and services across the 
financial crime compliance spectrum: 

Cross-Functional Capabilities 

Systems Assessment and 
Implementation

Machine Learning and Artificial 
Intelligence/Automation

Governance 
Assessment

Model Validation 
and Tuning

Look-Back and 
Remediation

Know Your Customer/ 
Customer Due Diligence 

• Customer risk rating model definition, 
optimization, implementation, and validation.

• Case management process improvement 
to assist in reconfiguration of case 
management tools and workflows to 
improve analyst experience and alert review 
efficiencies.

• Optical character recognition capabilities 
to extract customer information from  
paper or electronic know-your-customer 
(KYC) forms.

• Automated process to recognize and 
extract information of interest from 
customer-provided KYC documents.

Transaction  
monitoring

•  Anti-money laundering (AML) coverage 
assessment to identify and align rules/
scenarios with an institution’s customer, 
product, business, channel, and geography 
risks.

• Intelligent segmentation using machine 
intelligence to generate granular segments 
that reflect customer behavior for more 
effective and efficient threshold definition.

• Rule review and tuning to improve 
effectiveness and efficiency.

• Analytics and machine intelligence-
assisted alert risk rating and behavior 
monitoring, resulting in significant 
efficiencies and improved effectiveness in 
alert and case investigations.

• Case management process improvement 
to assist in re-configuration of case 
management tools to improve efficiencies.

Sanctions 
Screening

• Watchlist filter and list management 
review to ensure alignment with regulatory 
requirements and good practices.

• Data validation of the transaction and client 
data to ensure critical data attributes are 
available for effective sanctions screening.

• System configuration review and tuning 
to improve effectiveness and efficiency.

• Case management process improvement 
to assist in reconfiguration of case 
management tools to improve alert review 
efficiencies.

• Analytics and machine intelligence-
assisted alert triage processes resulting 
in significant efficiencies and effectiveness 
improvements in alert and customer reviews.
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Governance Assessment
• Harmonizing compliance program policies, procedures, and desk operating procedures within financial crime technology process, data 

governance, and regulatory requirements and expectations.

• Conducting maturity model assessment and creating implementation road map.

• Establishing KYC, AML, and sanctions screening systems governance and change management procedures. 

• Designing operations performance dashboards, designing management reports, and establishing reporting cadence. 

• Assessing program resources effectiveness and efficiencies.

Systems Assessment and Implementation
• Performing accelerated system review, gap assessment, and selection of vendor platforms to align with clients’ requirements.

• Conducting initial and periodic data quality assessment, data lineage, and data mapping for watchlist filtering and transaction monitoring systems 
implementations.

• Supporting compliance with end-to-end system implementation assistance, including coverage assessment, requirements definition, data 
integration, testing, tuning, transition from legacy system, change management, and organizational readiness.

• Performing independent pre- and post-implementation technology assessment, including architecture review, data governance, and rules 
implementation, etc.

Model Validation and Tuning
• Performing end-to-end, pre- and post-implementation model validation driven by an institution’s risk assessment.

• Reviewing model effectiveness and efficiency.

• Assessing and recalibrating model configuration (thresholds, scoring scales, etc.).

• Defining tuning and recalibration methodology.

• Validating and reviewing model data accuracy, data integrity, and data completeness.

Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence/Automation
• Partnering with world-class technology firms to deliver proven and practical solutions that pass regulators’ scrutiny while improving effectiveness 

and efficiency in detecting and investigating potentially suspicious behavior.

• Leveraging unsupervised machine learning to understand and monitor transactions based on customer behavior, and track changes in customer 
behavior to trigger KYC updates.

• Developing machine learning-assisted alert triage and risk rating process to streamline and improve alert and case disposition processes. 

• Automated case investigation and disposition document creation using link analysis, automated data searches, and generation of natural writing 
prose with case and its disposition details.

Look-Back and Remediation
• Performing comprehensive Office of Foreign Assets Control sanctions and transaction monitoring look-backs and KYC remediation  

leveraging Guidehouse’s proprietary STARTM case management system.

• Automatically prepopulating case notes to the disposition document by implementing natural writing prose, link analysis, and automated  
data gathering.

• Leveraging automation to extract, analyze, and document customer negative media information to assist analyst in customer review and 
remediation.

• Automation-assisted information extraction such as historical transactions, additional account information, prior filed reports, etc., from various 
systems to aid alert review and to improve productivity of the analysts.

About Guidehouse

Guidehouse is a leading global provider of consulting services to the public and commercial markets with broad capabilities in management, technology, and risk consulting. We 
help clients address their toughest challenges with a focus on markets and clients facing transformational change, technology-driven innovation and significant regulatory 
pressure. Across a range of advisory, consulting, outsourcing, and technology/analytics services, we help clients create scalable, innovative solutions that prepare them for future 
growth and success. Headquartered in Washington DC, the company has more than 7,000 professionals in more than 50 locations. Guidehouse is a Veritas Capital portfolio company, 
led by seasoned professionals with proven and diverse expertise in traditional and emerging technologies, markets, and agenda-setting issues driving national and global economies. 
For more information, please visit: www.guidehouse.com.
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Guidehouse is not a certified public accounting or audit firm. Guidehouse does not provide audit, attest, or public accounting services. See guidehouse.com/about/legal for a 
complete listing of private investigator licenses.

This publication is provided by Guidehouse for informational purposes only and does not constitute consulting services or tax or legal advice. This publication may be used only 
as expressly permitted by license from Guidehouse and may not otherwise be reproduced, recorded, photocopied, distributed, displayed, modified, extracted, accessed, or used 
without the express written permission of Guidehouse.
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